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… life in ancient Africa and 

Asian has gone global. 

… life in ancient Africa and 

Asia has gone global. 

75 Para. 5, 
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…, she was horribly upset to 

see headless child. 

…, she was horribly upset to 

see her headless child. 
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TO THE TEACHER

STRATEGIES FOR IMPROVING READING COMPREHENSION

“Read, Mark, Learn, and inwardly Digest” are the words of a master teacher which 
benefit all readers, whether in their own language or in a foreign language. This active 
reading process is particularly challenging in a foreign language because the students 
are working with unfamiliar vocabulary, sentence structure and ideas.
This text offers many strategies for reading actively in a foreign language.

PREREADING, READING, AND REREADING

 “A good reader, a major reader, an active and creative reader is a rereader” stated 
Vladimir Nabokov, a renowned 20th century Russian author, writing in English as his 
second language. In this text, each chapter has students follow several stages to achieve 
the goal of active reading.
 First, students will preread. This means that they will look at the opening visual and 
its caption. These stimulate students to think about what they already may know or 
have experienced in connection with the topic. For example, students may have some 
prior knowledge of and opinions in regard to smoking. When they read the chapter’s 
Reading Passage, “Smoke Gets in Our Eyes” they will bring their opinions to the text. 
The article presents a point of view, statistics, and details that may support or contradict 
their views. As they read actively to follow the writer’s reasoning and to understand the 
positions taken by the text, they will be reshaping their ideas on the subject.
 Next, students complete the Vocabulary Exercise WORDS TO KNOW BEFORE 
YOU GO. This exercise contextualizes target words from the Reading Passage in 
pairs of sentences. Students should not consult their dictionaries for this exercise. The 
surrounding information provides the general meanings required for understanding.
 Rereading the Reading Passage will allow students to reach more deeply into the text 
for a better understanding of both its content and the writer’s methods of developing it. 
Students should be encouraged to make notes as they read.
 The first reading comprehension exercise, True/False, helps students focus on 
different kinds of supporting details for their answers: descriptions, examples and 
statistics. As they judge a statement to be True or False, they must reread relevant 
paragraphs of the text for a second time to locate the correct response.
 The second reading comprehension exercise is Understanding Main Ideas. To read 
fluently in a second language, students cannot simply read words or even sentences in 
isolation. In English, the paragraph is the chief unit of meaning. Paragraphs generally 
have one main idea, which may come at the beginning of the paragraph—deductive 
development—or towards its end—inductive development. As students read, they must 
actively seek the paragraph’s main idea and the details of various kinds that support or 
develop it. To find the main idea, or key point, students must silently ask themselves a 
few questions: “What is this paragraph about, that is, what is its topic or subject?” Then 
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the student must ask, “What key point is the writer making about the topic?” The items 
in Understanding Main Ideas provide practice in asking and answering these questions.
 The English language provides writers with specific patterns of paragraph 
development to express their ideas. Writers may use chronological or time-order 
support for a paragraph’s key point. They may support their main idea with a list of 
related details or examples. They may compare or contrast details by showing how 
they are similar or different. They may emphasize the causes or reasons of events or 
situations and their effects or results. The questions in the Patterns of Thinking exercise 
help students to recognize and decode a paragraph’s development and follow the 
writer’s ideas.
 English has a wealth of signal expressions that link sentences within a paragraph 
and between paragraphs to show the development of the topic. The signal expressions 
alert students to the thought patterns that organize each paragraph. These are listed in 
Appendix A, Patterns of Thinking and Useful Signal Expressions at the end of the 
student textbook. The teacher may want to refer to these and discuss them with the 
students before beginning the textbook itself.
 Sometimes, instead of clearly stating an idea, the writer implies, or suggests an 
important point. In such cases the student must use the information in the paragraph 
or Reading Passage as a whole to “get” the unstated point. In other words, he or she 
must “read between the lines” to make an inference or reach a conclusion consistent 
with the writer’s intention. The problem-solving tasks of Making Inferences/Reaching 
Conclusions develop the student’s ability to apply this critical thinking and reading 
strategy.
 A Guided Summary culminates each chapter. This controlled exercise provides 
sentence openings that invite student responses based on the Reading Passage’s main 
points and significant details. Controlled writing is an integral part of reading in a 
second language. Students’ written responses need not be “graded” for grammatical 
correctness. Rather the teacher may want to share them by pairing students to discuss 
their contributions or having students put them on the blackboard for class discussion.

BEYOND THE TEXT is an additional Vocabulary exercise in this Teacher’s Manual. 
This exercise presents word elements—prefixes, roots, and suffixes—common in 
English, which provide students with a way to make an “educated guess” about 
the general meaning of a word that is not entirely familiar. It is especially helpful to 
students because English vocabulary is largely Greek or Latin in origin and these word 
elements recur in English text. In Beyond the Text, the basic meaning of the Prefix, 
Root or Suffix is provided, with its example from the Reading Passage. Multiple choice 
questions provide decoding practice.

A CLOZE exercise also appears in this Teacher’s Manual. This cumulative item is a 
short paragraph thematically related to the main Reading Passage. It challenges both 
their vocabulary and comprehension skills. Students bring meaning to the paragraph 
by selecting appropriate sentence completers from a list of content and function words 
from the Reading Passages.
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The Teacher’s Manual provides the correct responses to the multiple choice exercises in 
each chapter. If particular items elicit concern among a majority of students, the teacher 
may want to explain the reason for the correct response by referring back to the Reading 
Passage.
 The Manual also contains suggested responses to the Guided Summary, which may 
be utilized in the review of that exercise.
 The Teacher’s Manual concludes with answers to the Beyond the Text and the Cloze 
exercises.
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Chapter 1

Crossing Borders: 
stolen treasures and interpol

Words To KnoW Before You Go
1. first class  2.  strongly suggest  3.  collaboration  4.  identical  
5. fictional  6.  admitted guilt  7.  strongly believe  8.  reasons

readinG Comprehension
l TRUE/FALSE

1. F 2.  T 3.  T 4.  F 5.  T 6.  T

l UndERSTAnding MAin idEAS
1. b 2.  c 3.  a

l PATTERnS oF Thinking
1. a 2.  b 3.  c

l MAking inFEREncES/REAching concLUSionS
1. a 2.  check  a, c, e

Guided summarY (sample responses)
1. are stolen from museums
2. many different reasons; money or love of a painting
3. an Italian man stole a da Vinci painting to return it to Italy
4. list missing artworks; involve the public or international police in recovering 

stolen art
5. to try a new approach to solving art crime

BEYOND THE TEXT
n Word Building

Prefix Meaning exaMPle Your exaMPle

inter- between, among international ____________________

root Meaning exaMPle Your exaMPle

-natio/iv-

-prim(e)

-psych-

related to birthplace

first, main

human mind, soul

native

primarily

psychology

____________________

____________________

____________________

Suffix Meaning exaMPle Your exaMle

-ian one who has a specific quality 

or does a specific job

historian ____________________
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n Use the Word Building chart to complete each item.

1. An intercontinental search is still ongoing for Henry Moore’s stolen statue.  Police 
are seeking it __________

 a. only in Europe.  b.  in Europe, Asia and North America.
 c. in private art  collections.

2. Nationalists often believe in the superiority of their own ________________.
 a. country.  b.  family.  c.  education.

3. Popular TV crime shows run in ____________, the evening hours when most 
people are home.  

 a. down time  b.  prime time  c.  lost time

4. Interpol officer believe that most art thieves are simply greedy and do not  have 
___________ problems.  

 a. physical  b.  psychological   c.  language

5. Interpol has an entire staff composed of art _______ and ________.  
 a. histories and libraries  b.  history and library
 c. historians and librarians

6. With advanced audio technology, __________ have to know more than just how to 
play their own instrument.  

 a. musical  b.  musicians  c.  music

n CLOZE
Use the following words in the appropriate blank spaces to complete the 
paragraph.

stolen  wartime  also  in contrast  captured  databases  valuable
the suburbs  attacks  industry  realized  masterpieces

Art thieves are not the only danger to the public’s enjoyment of artistic (1)___________ 

Many important outdoor sculptures and public monuments may (2)__________ be 

destroyed by wars. In l914, as WWI began, Nicholas Roerich, a Russian painter and 

educator (3)______________ the destruction that war would cause to (4)___________ 

cultural artistic treasures. So, with international legal help, Roerich designed a purple 

and white “Banner of Peace” to protect public artworks in (5)____________. This 

Banner would fly over outdoor statues and museums to prevent (6)___________. The 

Roerich “Banner of Peace” agreement was signed by nations in the Pan-American 

Union, including the U.S., in 1935.
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Chapter 2

FasHion Fusion east and West

Words To KnoW Before You Go
1. residents  2.  cloth  3.  apparel  4.  adopted  5.  changed its appearance
6. decorated  7.  glamorous  8.  began

readinG Comprehension
l TRUE/FALSE

1. F 2.  T 3.  F 4.  T 5.  F 6.  F

l UndERSTAnding MAin idEAS
1. b 2.  c 3.  b

l PATTERnS oF Thinking
1. a 2.  a 3.  b

l MAking inFEREncES/REAching concLUSionS
1. b 2.  c

Guided summarY
1. introduced new fashions/ items of clothing
2. adopted foreign items of clothing
3. adopted western apparel/items of clothing
4. different kinds of people adopted foreign fashions
5. choose to wear whatever they wanted

BEYOND THE TEXT
n Word Building

root Meaning exaMPle Your exaMPle

-glob-

-cent-

-port-

round, ball, sphere

hundred

carry, bring

globe

century

import

____________________

____________________

____________________

Suffix Meaning exaMPle Your exaMPle

-less

-ian

without, lacking

one who has a specific 

quality; does a specific job

backless

historian

____________________

____________________
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n Use the Word Building chart to complete each item.

1. A globule of acid burned a _______ hole in the fabric
 a. square  b.  rounded  c.  triangular

2. Roman centurians were groups of ___________.  
 a. ten thousand.  b.  one thousand  c.  one hundred

3. Large cities need good __________ so people can get around safely and quickly
 a. shopping malls  b.  transportation  c.  universities

4. A ____________ student is usually late and hands in sloppy assignments.  
 a. punctual  b.  truant  c.  careless

5. With today’s advanced audio technology, professional ______________ must be 
familiar with more than just their own  instruments.

 a. musical  b.  musicians  c.  music

n CLOZE
Use appropriate words from the list to complete the numbered blank spaces in 
the paragraph.

simplified  either   military  his  on the contrary  contacts
fabrics  younger   therefore  global  their  revolution  beliefs

In our current (1)________ culture, fashion no longer originates only in “haute 

couture” studios. (2)________ shoppers, especially, are looking for comfortable 

and interesting apparel to express (3)______________ individual personalities and 

activities. (4)____________, many of today’s fashions are adapted from sportswear. 

New, stretchy (5)____________ and athletic shoes go straight from the gym to the 

classroom. Printed tee shirts announce a person’s political (6)_________. You can say 

who you are by what you wear!
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Chapter 3

language lost and Found

Words To KnoW Before You Go
1. various   2.  most important  3.  disappeared  4.  conquests
5. small number  6.  unique  7.  emerged  8.  decreases

readinG Comprehension
l TRUE/FALSE

1. T 2.  T 3.  F 4.  F 5.  F 6.  T

l UndERSTAnding MAin idEAS
1. a 2.  b

l PATTERnS oF Thinking
1. c 2.  a

l MAking inFEREncES/REAching concLUSionS
1. b 2.  c 3.  (check) c.  d.  e.  

Guided summarY (sample responses)
1. were spoken all over the world/by different societies
2. made local languages decline/decreased local languages; made Spanish more 

important
3. led to decline of native Rotaka language and culture
4. is an experimental school/to revive Hawaiian language
5. was successful in teaching Modern Hebrew to immigrants; making Modern 

Hebrew the official language of Israel

BEYOND THE TEXT
n Word Building

Prefix Meaning exaMPle Your exaMPle

uni-

de-

one

down from, away, off

unique

decline

____________________

____________________

root Meaning exaMPle Your exaMPle

-lang/ling

-min-

-vit/viv

tongue, speech

smaller number

life, living

language

minority

revival

____________________

____________________

____________________

Prefix Meaning exaMPle Your exaMPle

-tion action/act of doing colonization ____________________
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n Use the Word Building chart to complete each item.

1. In some schools, students must wear uniforms.  They all dress
 a. fashionably.  b.  modestly.  c.  alike.

2. The descent of the mountain was very difficult.  It took four hours to reach the 
_________.

 a. top  b.  bottom  c.  rest stop

3. Bilingual people _________.  
 a. speak two languages.
 b. ride bicyles to and from school
  c. are becoming fewer.

4. Chamorro, Guam’s native language, plays a minor role on the island today.  
 a. glamorous  b.  limited  c.  less important

5. To remain economically vital today, languages must include words for
 a. new technology  b.  ancient dance forms  c.  popular songs

6. Learning a new language well requires years of ______________ and study.  
 a. concentrated  b.  concentration  c.  concentrate

n CLOZE
Use the following words in the appropriate blank spaces to complete the 
paragraph.

replaced  spoke  their   translations  languages  our  so
vanished  foreign  existed  examples  however   expressed

The earliest writing systems for spoken (1)___________ were not alphabetic. They 

were composed of different shapes or pictures that (2)___________ things or ideas. 

Some of these languages, such as Egyptian hieroglyphics (3)___________ for many 

centuries. They were difficult to write, (4)_________, only special people knew them. 

Simpler alphabetic writing, where one sign expressed one sound, (5)____________ 

hieroglyphics. Now, only Chinese uses a picture type of writing. Greek, Arabic, Hindi 

and Hebrew have not changed (6)_____________ ancient alphabetic scripts since 

ancient times. Latin is no longer spoken, but most European languages use the Latin 

alphabet for writing.
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Chapter 4

iMpressionisM: BeautY KnoWs no Borders

Words To KnoW Before You Go
1. turned upside down  2.  remain still  3.  depicted  4.  scorned
5. with the passage of time  6.  reminiscent  7.  fixed to fit   8.  peer

readinG Comprehension
l TRUE/FALSE

1. F 2.  F 3.  T 4.  F 5.  F 6.  T

l UndERSTAnding MAin idEAS
1.  a 2.  b

l PATTERnS oF Thinking
1. b 2.  c 3.  c

l MAking inFEREncES/REAching concLUSionS
1. c. 2.  b

Guided summarY (sample responses)
1. they didn’t paint royal people and religious paintings; they painted ordinary 

people; they painted outdoor and city scenes
2. photographs showed a truer/more exact picture
3. ukiyo-e/off center composition/asymmetry/flat colors/bold lines of color
4. they became famous; are still loved today

BEYOND THE TEXT
n Word Building

Prefix Meaning exaMPle Your exaMPle

a- not asymmetrical ____________________

root Meaning exaMPle Your exaMPle

-sym/syn

-mort-

- spec-

-micro-

same

death

view

small

asymmetry

immortality

perspective

microscope

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________
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n Use the Word Building chart to complete each item.

1. People who avoid being with other people are
 a. average  b.  adapted  c.  asocial

2. Identical twins have ________________ appearances.  
 a. similar  b.geometric  c.  mythical

3. The _____________ rate for children in poor countries is very high.
 a. morality  b.  mortality  c.  immortality

4. It’s difficult to see objects clearly if you lose your _____________.  
 a. receptacle  b.  telegram  c.  spectacles

5. A microskirt is ______________ than a regular skirt
 a. longer  b.  wider  c.  shorter

n CLOZE  
Use the following words in the appropriate blank spaces to complete the 
paragraph.

economics  startling   above  influence  emotions  these
composition  in  revolution  economics

whose  photography  fascinated

As the twentieth century began, a younger generation of painters continued the 

artistic (1)___________ of the Impressionists . One group used bold, brilliant colors 

to depict strong (2)______________. These painters were called fauves, wild beasts, 

because of their powerful, (3)______________ images. The basic geometric structures 

of African art (4)_________________ another group. Because squares, triangles and 

rectangles were apparent (5)________ their works, these artists were called Cubists. 

(6)_________ post-Impressionists challenged a tradition, but they began a new one: 

Modernism.
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Chapter 5

tHe HaMBurger and tHe rain Forest

Words To KnoW Before You Go
1. represent  2.  imitate  3.  poisonous    4.  fragile  5.  strategy
6. original inhabitants  7.  customer  8.  protection

readinG Comprehension
l TRUE/FALSE

1. T 2.  T 3.  F 4.  T 5.  T 6.  F

l UndERSTAnding MAin idEAS
1. b 2.  c. 3.  b

l PATTERnS oF Thinking
1. b and c 2.  c 3.  b  signals: Instead/but

l MAking inFEREncES/REAching concLUSionS
1. a 2.  b, c, e

Guided summarY (sample responses)
1. the rainforest to disappear
2. it has many life-saving plants; it affects the climate/ cutting down trees affects  the 

climate
3. injuries to workers
4. thinking only of human benefits
5. think about protecting the environment

BEYOND THE TEXT
n Word Building

root Meaning exaMPle Your exaMPle

-cog-

-eco-

-bio-

-pop-  

-serve-

-anthro-

think/be aware

environment

life

people

save

human/man

recognize

ecological

biodiversity

popular

conservation

anthropocentric

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________
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n Use the Word Building chart to complete each item

1. College students need sharp __________skills to succeed.
 a. muscular  b.  cognitive  c.  artistic

2. ________is the study of the relationships between the various species that live on 
the earth.

 a. Botany  b.  Geography  c.  Ecology

3. The story of a person’s life is called a ________________.
 a. biography  b.  novel  c.  history

4. Hello Kitty is a popular image.  It is familiar to
 a. the upper classes  b.  the Impressionists  c.  most people

5. People who work to save the environment are called ____________
 a. conservationists  b.  dentists  c.  reservists

6. On film, Mickey Mouse talks, sings and dances.  He is an animal character that has 
been

 a. glamorized  b.  anthropomorphized  c.  minimized

n CLOZE
Use the following words in the appropriate blank spaces to complete the 
paragraph.

benefits  diversity  a  in  but  because  where
choose  chose  the   on   locally  prices  so  biology

Mary Chan and Stuart Yeh have joined a food cooperative (1)________ their Brooklyn 

neighborhood. It is a large supermarket (2)____ they must work for several hours a 

month for no wages as volunteers. This is difficult (3)___________ their regular work 

schedules are not flexible. However, the (4)_________ are worth their investment of 

time and energy. They buy at lower prices. They can (5)________ items that are locally 

grown (6)________ local farmers can profit. Their supermarket has gone global. The 

food on the shelves reflects the (7)____________ of the consumers who work and shop 

there. Mary, Stuart and their daughter, Kiran, are “having it their way” but not at the 

expense of the environment.
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Chapter 6

sMoKe gets in our eYes

Words To KnoW Before You Go
1. famous  2.  teenagers  3.  consequences  4.  localities  5.  energetic
6. intentionally  7.  following this period  8.  important

readinG Comprehension
l TRUE/FALSE

1. F 2.  T 3.  F 4.  F 5.  F 6.  T
l UndERSTAnding MAin idEAS

1. a 2.  b

l PATTERnS oF Thinking
1. a 2.  b 3.  b

l MAking inFEREncES/REAching concLUSionS
1. a 2.  b  3, c

Guided summarY (sample responses)
1. was common among all kinds of people
2. wealthy and glamorous
3. died from smoking; died of lung cancer from smoking
4. the bad effects/dangers of smoking
5. knows more about the harm/diseases smoking causes; second hand smoke
6. banning/forbidding smoking

BEYOND THE TEXT
n Word Building

Prefix Meaning exaMPle Your exaMPle

anti against anti-smoking ____________________

root Meaning exaMPle Your exaMPle

-sequi-

-dec-

-mone-

statis-

follow(ing)

ten

pertaining to money, currency

facts about numbers

subsequently

decade

monetary

statistics

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

Suffix Meaning exaMPle Your exaMPle

-ful filled with a quality harmful ____________________
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n Use the Word Building chart to complete each item.

1. An event that clearly results from a certain situation is its ____________
 a. condition.  b.  purpose.  c.  consequence.

2. In the ancient Roman calendar, December was the _____ month of the year.  
 a. 12th  b.10th  c.  last

3. The European Union has monetized the Euro as its standard currency.  This system 
makes travelling throughout Europe __________ for tourists.  

 a. more practical  b.  more expensive  c.  more time consuming

4. ___________ research shows that  women doing the same job as men earn less 
money than their male coworkers.  

 a. Psychological  b.  Statistical  c.  Ignorant 

5. A former smoker who now has difficulty breathing will probably be _______ about 
his lifelong tobacco addiction.

 a. regretted  b.  regrettable  c.  regretful

n CLOZE
Use the following words in the appropriate blank spaces to complete the 
paragraph.

global  sweets  some  half  against  unlike  consequently
whole  a few  similarly   cigarettes  with  for example  all

In the past decade, almost every country has passed some type of anti-smoking 

regulations. (1)______________ nations such as Austria, have national laws that 

apply to the (2)__________ country. For example, smoking is completely forbidden 

in (3)_____________ trains and railway stations. Germany and Greece, (4)_________ 

the highest smoking rates in Europe, also ban smoking in all trains and stations. 

Australia, (5)_________ these European nations, has no national anti-smoking laws. 

Their laws are made state-by-state. Victoria and New South Wales, (6)________ fine 

adults who smoke in cars with children $250. China is easy on smokers. The Chinese 

say that offering (7)_________________ to guests is a sign of respect and friendliness.
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Chapter 7

tHe gloBal eConoMY: 
a World turned upside doWn

Words To KnoW Before You Go
1. at the same time  2.  optimism  3.  poverty  4.  threat  5.  fraud
6. corrupt  7.  inspire  8.  wrongdoers

readinG Comprehension
l TRUE/FALSE

1. F 2.  F 3.  T 4.  T 5.  F

l UndERSTAnding MAin idEAS
1. d 2.  b.  

l PATTERnS oF Thinking
1. c 2.  b 3.  c

l MAking inFEREncES/REAching concLUSionS
1. b 2.  c 
3. a triangle with the apex at the top (1 percent), broad base at bottom (99 percent)

Guided summarY (sample responses)
1. bring a better life to many people
2. a lot of environmental and economic harm was done
3. started Arab protests; became a big international event
4. was inspired by the Arab Spring; supported changes for the majority of people; 

Inspired other protests around the world
6. (the result) is uncertain/is not yet known

BEYOND THE TEXT
n Word Building

root Meaning exaMPle Your exaMPle

-soc-

-poli-

-spire-

-dict-

an associated or connected group

referring to citizens; the public

breathe into; spirit

concerning words; say/speak with 

authority

social

political

inspire

dictator

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

Suffix Meaning exaMPle Your exaMPle

-ment

-ier

an agency or course of action

a person or thing who does a 

particular act

government

occupier

____________________

____________________
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n Use the Word Building chart to complete each item.

1. Facebook is  a social networking tool.  It
 a. costs money to join.  b.  brings people together.
 c. allows you to buy and sell online.

2. The role of the police is to
 a. enforce laws among citizens.  b.  help the military fight foreign wars.
 c. convict criminals in court cases.

3. Great teachers may inspire their students to
 a. believe in ghosts.  b.  choose careers in education.
 c. become religious figures.

4. A clear voice and good diction
 a. improve one’s physical health.  b.  can be studied under a microscope.
 c. are useful for a theatrical career.

5. The patient recovered due to his
 a. fine care and medical treatment.   b.  generously and kindly.
 c. satisfy and collaborate.

6. A ___________ of car parts may also repair your vehicle.  
 a. supply  b.  supplier  c.  supplying

n CLOZE
Use the following words in the appropriate blank spaces to complete the 
paragraph.

treatment    socially     employs   although  pay  during
suspects  contact  so  payment  treat  after  society

Indian businesswoman Kiran Mazumdas-Shaw directs a (1)____________ responsible 

Health Care Center. She is also a self-made millionaire whose firm (2)_____________ 

5,500 local people. Kiran wanted her Health Care Center to (3)_____________ poor 

people. But health care costs a lot of money (4)____ she created a price plan for the 

wealthy, the middle class and the poor. The rich (5)____________ full price for the 

prime hours 8:00 AM to 5:00PM. The middle class get (6)________ for half price 

between 7:00PM and l0:00 PM. The poor are seen for free (7)___________ the late night 

hours. Kiran is now a successful business person and a folk hero in India.
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Chapter 8

taKe tHe CHallenge: go green

Words To KnoW Before You Go
1. sick    2.  alternative  3.  discard 4.  standard 5.  install
6. limit  7.  emission 8.  take in

readinG Comprehension
l TRUE/FALSE

1. F 2.  T.    3.  F  4.  T 5.  F 6.  F

l UndERSTAnding MAin idEAS
1. b 2.  a 3.  a

l PATTERnS oF Thinking
1. c  2.  b  3.  b

l MAking inFEREncES/REAching concLUSionS (sample responses)
1. take flowers or plants  leave garbage/litter   kill plants and animals
2. would recycle plastics/wash clothes in cold water
 would not leave lights on/use paper napkins

Guided summarY (sample responses)
1. is to help the environment: air/water/trees
2. change their behavior; ride bikes, use cold water for laundry; recycling/reducing 

waste; pass on clothing
3. biking instead of driving; eat locally
4. is the disappearing ice caps; polar bears drowning
5. teacher should discuss students’ choices.

BEYOND THE TEXT
n Word Building

Prefix Meaning exaMPle Your exaMPle

non-

re-

dis

e -

not, without

again back

set apart

out away

non-violence

reuse

discard

mission

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

root Meaning exaMPle Your exaMPle

-therm-

-chem-

-sorb-

-heri-

heat

a mixture of substances

take in

receive from ancestor

thermostat

chemical  

absorb

inherit

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________
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n Use the Word Building chart to complete each item

1. Many children of immigrants try to maintain their first language as they learn a 
second one.  They are proud of their _________.  

 a. heritage  b.  achievements  c.  struggle

2. Coal miners who suffer from black lung have difficulty breathing from this terrible 
_________.  

 a. reaction.  b.  impression.  c.  disability.

3. The reader couldn’t put the book down.  The story was so
 a. transportable.  b.  absorbing.  c.  internal.

4. To keep drinks at the right temperature, campers always take a
 a. tent.  b.  sunscreen.  c.  thermos.

5. ___________ plays a role in the manufacture of most cosmetics and detergents.  
 a. Revolution.  b.  Emission.  c.  Chemistry.

6. A good essay requires several
 a. revisions.  b.  emissions.  c.  systems.

n CLOZE
Use the following words in the appropriate blank spaces to complete the 
paragraph.

for example  beginning  overcome  such as   fails  confusing
eventually  promise  include  challenging  discards

provide  guarantee  following

The Kyoto Protocol of 1997 is the only international agreement to try to stop global 

warming. Its first phase ends in 2012. The Protocol taxes a country that (1)_______ 

to control carbon emissions. It was important for industrial countries to sign on. 

Unfortunately, many industrial countries think that going green is too (2)__________. 

The United States, (3)__________, has never signed on. Canada has already withdrawn 

(4)___________ the agreement. Japan and Russia will not (5)_______ to continue after 

2012. However, thirty four industrialized countries have agreed to a second phase 

(6)_________ in 2013. These countries (7)_________ Australia, New Zealand and several 

European nations. Supporters believe that Kyoto has set a positive example for a 

meaningful global climate treaty.
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Chapter 9

speCies tHat run For tHeir liVes

Words To KnoW Before You Go
1. suggest  2.  sprint  3.  stamina  4.  breathing ability  5.  excellent
6. escape  7.  thousand  8.  physiologist

readinG Comprehension
l TRUE/FALSE

1. F 2.  T 3.  F 4.  T 5.  F

l UndERSTAnding MAin idEAS
1. b 2.  b

l PATTERnS oF Thinking
1. b 2.  c

l MAking inFEREncES/REAching concLUSionS
1. c 2.  b 3.  b

Guided summarY (sample responses)
1. to hunt down animals for food
2. can not outrun some animals
3. is very important to running ability/takes different amounts of time in humans 

and various animals
4. are very fast sprinters/can run very fast
5. is the fastest runner over long periods of time
6. of their mental and tool making ability
7. the speed of some animals allows them to survive

BEYOND THE TEXT
n Word Building

Prefix Meaning exaMPle Your exaMPle

super-

mille-

above, beyond the normal

thousand

superb

millenia

____________________

____________________

root  Meaning exaMPle Your exaMPle       
-physio-

-dur-

-vers/t-

relating to the body; ones, muscles

relating to time; long-lasting

change into something different; 

transform

physiologist

endurance

convert

____________________

____________________

____________________

Suffix Meaning exaMPle Your exaMPle

-est adjectives: to the highest degree fastest ____________________
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n Use the Word Building chart to complete each item.

1. Many comic book and manga heros have supernatural powers such as the ability 
to

 a. speak.  b.  fly.  c.  fight.

2. A centimeter is l/100th of a meter.  A millimeter is __________
 a. larger than  b.  equal to  c.  smaller than

3. Physiological signs of stress are
 a. headaches and stomach aches  b.  no friends and poor grades
 c. both a and b  d.  neither a nor b

4. Your final examination may have a/an ____________ of three hours.  
 a. duration   b.  adaptation  c.  evasion

5. CONVERSE is a good name for an athletic shoe because it suggests that the wearer 
can

 a. join a new religion.  b.  turn fast on an athletic court.
 c. talk easily with people.

6. Today, travel on a jet airplane is the ____________ form of transportation.  
 a. quick  b.  quicker  c.  quickest

n CLOZE

was  furthermore  felt  under  strong   himself   defeat  but
or  depress  therefore  yourself  beneath   strength  were

In the l936 Olympics held in Germany, an African American athlete, Jesse Owens 

represented America in track. The Nazi leaders of Germany at that time (1)______ 

racists. They insisted that no black runner could (2)________ their white runners.  

(3)___________ they were amazed and angry when Jesse Owens “ran away” with four 

gold medals. The champion explained how he (4)_______ about running. “I always 

loved running,” he said. “You could do it (5)_______ your own power. You could go as 

fast (6)____________ as slow as you wanted, fighting the  wind or not. You could seek 

out new sights just on the (7)__________ of your legs and the courage of your lungs.”
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Chapter 10

natural and unnatural HistorY

Words To KnoW Before You Go
1. unusually  2.  account  3.  fantastic  4.  curious  5.  offensive
6. variations  7.  remaining stationary  8.  strongly declare

readinG Comprehension
l TRUE/FALSE

1. F 2.  F  3.  T 4.  F  5.  T

l UndERSTAnding MAin idEAS
1. c 2.  a 3.  b

l PATTERnS oF Thinking
1. c 2.  a 3.  b

l MAking inFEREncES/REAching concLUSionS
1. a 2.  a 3.  c

Guided summarY (sample responses)
1. describe everything in the world; be based on a lot of research in different 

scientific fields
2. are imagined/not real/fantastic creations/fictional
3. is neckless and headless; has its face in its back; cannot run forward because it 

trips over its long lip
4. achlis/manticore/sea sheep that feed on land (or other descriptions)
5. all wrong; a best seller for many centuries

BEYOND THE TEXT
n Word Building

Prefix Meaning exaMPle Your exaMPle

pro- before,forward; in favor of produce ____________________

root Meaning exaMPle Your exaMPle

-duce-

-vol-

-pend-

-aero-

grow out of, lead forward

turn into; grow, change

hang from; rely on; be a condition for something

relating to the air or breath

produce

evolve

depends

aerobic

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

Suffix Meaning exaMPle Your exaMPle

-ist one who does a specific job; has a specific quality scientist ____________________
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n Use the Word Building chart to complete each item.

1. The prologue to Pliny’s Natural History contains
 a. his aims and research methods.  b.  important facts about whales
 c. an appendix of interesting photographs

2. Inductive reasoning leads detectives
 a. from specific clues of the crime scene to a general idea about  the criminal.
 b. to use computers to help find the criminal.
 c. to begin with the criminal’s name, then find various clues to convict him.

3. Evolution studies how the Earth’s human, animal and plant life
 a. originated  from religious ideas.  b.  grew over millions of years.
 c. will disappear in the near future.

4. A pendant is
 a. only worn by men.  b.  very valuable.  c.  a necklace.

5. Aerial acrobats perform their circus acts
 a. on top of horses.  b.  on a high wire.  c.  outside.

6. An anthropologist is ________________________
 a. a researcher of human culture  b.  the study of ant colonies
 c. a method of measuring the age of rock formations.

n CLOZE

meanings  however  traditional  kindly  in contrast   opposite
are  offensive  considered  glamorous  also

they  view  were

Curious fantastic and real beasts have symbolic (1)___________ in most cultures. 

(2)____________, these creatures may symbolize different qualities in different 

societies. For example, in much of Asia, the dragon is (3)___________ a sign of good 

luck. Among Indian Hindus, Naga, a many headed serpent is (4)____________ seen 

positively, as the throne of a powerful god. (5)_____________, Christians view serpents 

and snakes as evil. Although In ancient Egypt, cats symbolized royalty and baboons 

(6)___________ gods of intelligence, Westerners have developed the (7)____________ 

view. They associate cats with witches, and they call stupid people “baboons.”
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Chapter 11

tales FroM a Yoga Menagerie

Words To KnoW Before You Go
1. menagerie  2.  difficulties  3.  ease  4.  facade  5.  form
6. modern  7.  one god  8.  surprises

readinG Comprehension
l TRUE/FALSE

1. F 2.  T 3.  F 4.  F 5.  T 6.  F

l UndERSTAnding MAin idEAS
1. a 2.  b

l PATTERnS oF Thinking
1.  b 2.  b 3.  c

l MAking inFEREncES/REAching concLUSionS
1.  b 2.  a 3.  b 4.  c

Guided summarY (sample responses)
1. it helps relieve stress/people to relax
2. students: take up a certain pose
3. achieve a pose
4. the human baby’s head was cut off by Shiva
5. the mouse helps by its intelligence
6. they start new activities

BEYOND THE TEXT
n Word Building

Prefix Meaning exaMPle Your exaMPle

ob- a negative/against obstacle ____________________

root Meaning exaMPle Your exaMPle

con/com-

temp-

vent-

with

time

let out/go out

companions

contemporary

venture

____________________

____________________

____________________

Suffix Meaning exaMPle Your exaMPle

-cal

-ous

adjective ending having the quality of

adjective ending having the quality of

magical

marvelous

____________________

____________________
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n Use the Word Building chart to complete each item.

1. If the Kyoto protocol isn’t extended it will be only a __________ solution to global 
warming.  

 a. superb  b.  thermal  c.  temporary

2. The over use of  natural resources has become an  _______________ to a healthy 
environment.

 a. obstacle  b.  receptacle  c.  sequal

3. The carbon footprint is not left by a monster.  It is not as  _____________ as it 
sounds.

 a. mystery  b.  mysterious  c.  mysteriously

4. Going green is a very challenging _____________ because you leave some of your 
luxuries behind.

 a. duration  b.  resistance  c.  adventure

5. Teenagers don’t like to seem different from their friends.  They prefer to ________, 
that is, go along with the crowd.  

 a. conform  b.  reform  c.  deform

6. Super heroes are ___________  characters.
 a. mythology  b.  mythical  c.  mythically

7. Some  corporate giants would like people to think that  global warming is a 
______________ tale.

 a. mythology  b.  myth  c.  mythical

n CLOZE
Use the following words in the appropriate blank spaces to complete the 
paragraph.

depicts   beats   discards   takes   eliminate   leaves  after
from  practices  for example  such as  transports

delivers   do  change

The powerful Hindu god Shiva is often portrayed in sculpture and painting beating a 

drum and dancing. It is believed that his drumming (1)________ out the rhythm of life. 

His dance (2)________the changing stages of life (3)_____ birth to death and rebirth. 

Shiva is identified with the snake and the deer, animals that (4)________ their forms. 

Snakes shed their skin. Deer grow new antlers each year. Another important animal 

for Shiva is Nandi, a magical white bull who (5)_________ him through the heavens. 

Luckily, Shiva (6)________ yoga. Only those who have developed strength through 

yoga are able to ride Nandi.
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Chapter 12

a dog oF Flanders: 
an enduring MasterpieCe

Words To KnoW Before You Go
1. somber  2.  monument  3.  endearing  4.  just made it
5. losing all hope  6.  empathize  7.  bittersweet  8.  despise

readinG Comprehension
l TRUE/FALSE

1. F 2.  T 3.  F 4.  F 5.  T 6.  F

l UndERSTAnding MAin idEAS
1. a 2.  c

l PATTERnS oF Thinking
1.  c
2. Signals: one day, when, now, eventually, in the morning  3.  c

l MAking inFEREncES/REAching concLUSionS
1. b  2.  a

Guided summarY (sample responses)
1. have read or seen A Dog of Flanders
2. they are happy to see Rubens’ paintings ???
3. the Japanese are somber/sad; buy postcards of a boy and his dog/photograph a 

memorial to a boy and his dog outside the cathedral
4. Nello, a poor artistic boy; Jehan, a poor milkman/Nello’s grandfather; (and) 

Patrasche, a loyal dog helper
5. all the good characters die; Jehan, Nello and Patrasche die
6. only the Japanese keep the sad ending
7. Japanese and western children’s stories have different meanings/lessons

BEYOND THE TEXT
n Word Building

root Meaning exaMPle Your exaMPle

-gen/gene-

-vis-

-graph-

-pov-

-art-

race/kind

sight

written

poor

made by people; created

generations

visibly

photograph

poverty

artist

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________
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n Use the Word  Building chart to complete each item.

1. Black smoke coming from a building is often a_________sign of carbon emissions.  
 a. written  b.  generous  c.  visible

2. A/An______________ novel combines pictures and words.
 a. graphic  b.  historical  c..  despairing

3. Fashion models may look  ____________  if they wear too much makeup.
 a. impoverished  b.  genetic  c.  artificial

4. The  global economic crisis has  ___________  thousands of  people.
 a. photographed  b.  revisited  c.  impoverished

5. Artists who paint religious subjects often ______________heaven and hell.  
 a. collaborate in  b.  envision  c.  recycle

n CLOZE
Use the following words in the appropriate blank space to complete the 
paragraph.

excluding  returned  other  couldn’t  solemn  solemnly  descent
could  such as  up  happily  beneath  except  better

“The Little Engine That Could” is an American children’s story. It has a sad 

beginning, but it ends (1)________. The characters are a trainload of toys (2)___________ 

dolls, puppets, games and puzzles. A train is carrying the toys (3)________ a steep 

mountain when it breaks down. The toys are solemn because they want to bring 

joy to children who live on the (4)_______ side of the mountain. The dolls cry.  A toy 

clown asks several large engines for help. All refuse (5)________ a little blue engine. 

As the little engine begins the climb, his wheels say, “I think I can. I think I can. “ At 

the mountain top, the little engine begins its (6)_________ to the children’s town. Now 

the wheels say, “I thought I (7)________________, I thought I could.” The little engine 

was successful. Everyone lived happily ever after.
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ANSWERS TO BEYOND THE TEXT AND CLOZE

Chapter 1
BEYOND THE TEXT

1. b 2.  a 3.  b 4.  b 5.  a 6.  b

CLOZE
1. masterpieces  2.  also  3.  realized  4.  valuable  5.  wartime  
6. attacks

Chapter 2
BEYOND THE TEXT

1.  b 2.  c 3.  b 4.  a 5.  c 6.  b

CLOZE
1. global  2.  younger  3.  their  4.  therefore  5.  fabrics  6.  beliefs

Chapter 3
BEYOND THE TEXT

1. c 2.  b 3.  a 4.  c 5.  a 6.  b

CLOZE
1. languages  2.  expressed  3.  existed  4.  so  5.  replaced  6.  their

Chapter 4
BEYOND THE TEXT

1. c 2.  a 3.  b 4.  c 5.  c

CLOZE
1. revolution  2.  emotions  3.  startling  4.  fascinated  5.  in  6.  these

Chapter 5
BEYOND THE TEXT

1. b 2.  c 3.  a 4.  c 5.  a 6.  b

CLOZE
1. in  2.  where  3.  because  4.  benefits  5.  choose  6.  so  
7. diversity
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Chapter 6
BEYOND THE TEXT

1. c 2.  b 3.  a 4.  b 5.  c

CLOZE
1. some  2.  whole  3.  all  4.  with  5.  unlike  6.  for example  
7. cigarettes

Chapter 7
BEYOND THE TEXT

1. b 2.  a 3.  b 4.  c 5.  a 6.  b

CLOZE
1. socially  2.  employs  3.  treat  4.  so  5.  pay  6.  treatment
7. during

Chapter 8
BEYOND THE TEXT

1. a 2.  c 3.  b 4.  c 5.  c 6.  a

CLOZE
1. fails  2.  challenging  3.  for example  4.  from  5.  promise  
6. beginning  7.  include

Chapter 9
BEYOND THE TEXT

1. b 2.  c 3.  a 4.  a 5.  b 6.  c

CLOZE
1. were  2.  defeat  3.  therefore  4.  felt  5.  under  6.  or
7. strength

Chapter 10
BEYOND THE TEXT

1. a 2.  a 3.  b 4.  c 5.  b 6.  a

CLOZE
1. meanings  2.  however  3.  considered  4.  also  5.  in contrast
6. were  7.  opposite
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Chapter 11
BEYOND THE TEXT

1.  c 2.  a 3.  b 4.  c 5.  a 6.  b 7.  c

CLOZE
1. beats  2.  depicts  3.  from   4.  change  5.  transports  6.  practices

Chapter 12
BEYOND THE TEXT

1. c 2.  a 3.  c 4.  c 5.  b

CLOZE
1. happily  2.  such as  3.  up  4.  other  5.  except  6.  descent
7. could
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The Powerful Reader Basic
A thematic approach to developing reading skills

by Beth M. Pacheco Joan Young Gregg
published by Macmillan Languagehouse

Chapter 1
Crossing Borders: Stolen Treasures and Interpol

On a late October night in 1990, fists pounded on a side door of Boston’s prestigious Gardner 
Museum. Two policemen demanded entry. They reported that strange noises were heard inside 
the building. But upon entering, they tied up the guards and pushed them into the basement.
Within 80 minutes, the two “policemen” had stolen paintings worth $300 million dollars. 
Although the Museum has offered a $5 million dollar reward for the artwork, they’ve never been 
recovered.

Motives for stealing art vary. Some criminals may exchange valuable masterpieces for 
shipments of drugs or weapons. Others have emotional reasons. The l911 theft of Leonardo 
da Vinci’s Mona Lisa from the Louvre* is an example. The thief, an Italian patriot, was captured 
while selling it to an Italian museum. He believed that Leonardo’s painting belonged in Italy, 
Leonardo’s native country. Recently, a French thief confessed that he stole a painting because 
its subject, a beautiful woman, resembled his grandmother! Art thieves motivated by “love” are 
called “Dr. No” collectors because they resemble the fictional character in James Bond 007 
novels. Dr. No lives alone in a cave where he enjoys his stolen artwork.

Interpol’s* art division claims that art theft is increasing worldwide.
Open borders, political troubles, poor museum security and larger art markets encourage art 
crime. During the Iraq war, for instance, priceless artwork was looted* and has never been 
recovered. Interpol’s efficient internet database, the Art Loss Register, describes stolen art so 
that the public can help international police catch the crooks. The ALR currently lists 170,000 
missing works of art. The Spanish artist Picasso’s paintings are first on that list.

Over 300 metal works of art appear in Interpol’s ALR. These heavy items are not stolen primarily 
for their artistic quality. They are melted down and sold as scrap metal for use in industry. 
Copper, bronze, tin and aluminum bring high prices. “This is an international epidemic,”* says 
one Interpol official. He recalls the 2005 midnight theft of Henry Moore’s 2-ton, ll-foot-long 
bronze sculpture, “Reclining Figure.” Video cameras in a London suburb caught thieves lifting 
the statue onto a flatbed truck with a crane. Since no one has claimed the Moore Foundation’s 
$100,000 reward for the statue’s recovery, Interpol suspects that it was probably melted down 
and recycled.

Art historian Noah Charney is considering a new angle* on art crime. He studies the psychology 
of art criminals the way detectives investigate suspected thieves and murderers. Charney does 
not carry a gun or make arrests. But by getting Interpol, other police agencies and art scholars 
to collaborate, Charney hopes to prevent and solve more art crimes. For now, visitors to the 
Gardner Museum are still not allowed to wear overcoats. 
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Chapter 2 
Fashion Fusion East and West

Throughout history, war, trade, colonization and immigration have brought together inhabitants 
from different parts of the globe. These cultural contacts often led to exchanges of language, 
customs and styles of clothing.

Twenty-three hundred years ago, for example, King Alexander the Great’s army marched 
from Greece into what is now called Afghanistan. Alexander’s soldiers wore shiny bronze 
helmets with peaks in back and front. These appealed to the local men, so they adapted this 
Greek design for their own cloth hats. Today, they still wear these peaked cloth hats. But they 
ornament them with gold-thread embroidery so they shine like polished metal.

During the Middle Ages and the Renaissance,* trade brought various European and Muslim 
societies into close contact. New items of apparel that originated in the east, such as 
ornamented turbans and caftans* and soft, backless slippers became fashionable for wealthy 
Europeans. Many European paintings of the time show western men—and some women—
wearing these styles.

Cultural contact continued to introduce new fashions. For example, in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth century, English merchants and officials living in India beat the nighttime heat* by 
sleeping in pajamas—Indian men’s loose cotton trousers and roomy shirts—instead of their own 
thick, starchy nightshirts. Conversely, by the late l800s, some Asian and African business-men 
adopted western clothing as a sign of modernization.
They appear in photographs wearing fitted trousers; buttoned, collared shirts; closed, laced 
shoes; and western-style hats.

In the l920s and ‘30s, a clothing revolution took place among young people in western nations 
and even in some Asian countries. For instance, although most Japanese women still wore their 
formal, modest kimonos, a modern, urban set adopted figure-hugging sports outfits and clinging, 
filmy evening gowns for dancing at glamorous nightspots.
Some women even smoked an occasional cigarette in public. 

This fashion revolution travelled both east and west. Western designers imported the Japanese 
kimono but simplified its shape. It became a sexy robe for entertaining at home. Parisian haute-
couture* adapted the kimono’s wraparound style, wide sleeves and fitted waist for short dresses 
and coats made of many different fabrics. Western advertisements featured these glamorous 
adaptations, and film stars wore them on-screen and off.

In the l960s, the style revolution was completed by hippies and highbrows alike. Traditional 
national garments became everyday wear in western societies. If you liked it, you wore it! 
West African tie-dyed dashikis, Indian Nehru* jackets, embroidered Afghan vests, Indonesian 
sarongs*; Peruvian ponchos*: all were sold in western department stores and boutiques*. 
Fashion fusion had truly—and permanently—gone global.
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Chapter 3
Languages Lost and Found

A culture refers to human groups and their systems of beliefs, customs and behavior. A spoken 
language is part of every human culture. Originally, thousands of different human societies 
spoke their own languages. Linguists suggest that long ago, over 10,000 different human 
spoken languages existed worldwide.

As contact increased among human societies, languages absorbed new words from other 
groups. Over thousands of years, some smaller or weaker cultures vanished. Human diversity 
declined. So did the number of human languages. Linguists now estimate that only about 6000 
separate languages exist. Many of these may soon die out completely.

North and South America once contained many diverse cultures. Each had its own language. 
Some, like the Maya and Inka,* even had unique writing systems. But Spain’s conquests in 
Central and South America made Spanish dominant, and local languages declined. Similarly, in
North America, as European settlers replaced Native American cultures, native languages were 
lost. Recently, in Alaska, for example, the last two native speakers of Alaskan Eyak died. Their 
native language was silenced forever.
 
In Africa and the Pacific islands, l9th century colonization* had a similar effect. For instance, 
for centuries, the Rotokas people of Bougainville, a Pacific island, spoke a uniquely musical 
language.They named their native birds, such as the “kopipi,” by their specific sounds. But 
French, the language of Bougainville’s colonizers, became more economically useful. So now, 
Rotaka’s ancient tongue has fewer than 5000 native speakers. As it disappears, important parts 
of Rotakas culture disappear, too.

Years of American economic dominance in Hawaii caused a similar decline in Hawaiian culture 
and speech. English, the American settlers’ language, almost wiped out* the native tongue. 
Currently, however, an experimental public school, Aha Pūnana Leo, has revived the teaching of 
Hawaiian in all its grades. APL’s Hawaiian name means “language nest.” Its program “feed[s]the 
mouths of Hawaiian children with their native language as young birds are fed in the nest.” APL 
now graduates fluent Hawaiian speakers and writers.

APL’s revival of Hawaiian is modeled on Israel’s unique revival of Modern Hebrew. For 
centuries, Hebrew was primarily a religious language. But when Israel emerged as an 
independent state, with immigrants from all over the world, Modern Hebrew was introduced.
Israel’s ULPAN* classrooms taught speaking and listening, then reading and writing. This 
“language ladder” involved singing, pair and group work, and student presentations in Hebrew. 
ULPAN students did not speak their native tongues in class. By using only Hebrew, millions 
succeeded in becoming Hebrew speakers and fitting into Israeli life. Both Israel and Hawaii 
have found lost languages. 
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Chapter 4
Impressionism: Beauty has no borders

Pink and white water lillies, big yellow sunflowers, haystacks that change color with the passage 
of time, farmers planting a country field, ballerinas tying their slippers and adjusting their tutus: 
these are images from the 19th-century school of French art called Impressionism.

Impressionism was revolutionary. Western artists had always depicted Bible scenes, Greek 
myths and historical events, but the Impressionists rejected these subjects. The French 
Revolution had turned society upside down, so ordinary citizens now had status. The
Impressionists wanted to depict familiar figures and places in a new and startling way. Why?
First, with the invention of photography, it was no longer a challenge to make an exact, detailed 
image of reality. A photograph was truer to life than any drawing or painting could be. Science 
also played a role. The discovery of electricity and improvements in lenses encouraged thinking 
about how light affected color. Laboratory scientists peering through microscopes discovered 
that all forms of life change constantly. “In real life,” said one painter, “people and trees don’t 
actually pose for artists; they aren’t motionless.”

Economics was also influential. Japanese ports had been closed to the west under shogun* rule 
for two hundred years. But in 1854, Japan opened its ports to foreign trade. In the next decades, 
Japan participated in several universal expositions. Asian arts and crafts crossed international 
borders, flooding*markets in Europe and the Americas.
L’ Empire Chinoise, a Parisian shop that sold Asian goods—furniture, porcelain, fans,  cloisonné 
and embroidery—became a meeting place for French artists who were fascinated by work so 
unlike their own. They studied the woodcut prints of masters of the ukiyo-e school*: Hiroshige, 
Utamaro and Hokusai. They adapted the unusual viewpoints, asymmetrical compositions and 
short, quick strokes of solid color of their “floating world.”*

Artists moved their paints, brushes and easels out of their studios. They portrayed their own 
“floating worlds” with brief impressions of country fields, urban streets, crowded cafes, concert 
halls and even railroad stations. Their efforts were scorned by the critics.
Still, Toulouse Lautrec adopted the lines and facial expressions of Kabuki posters for his 
advertisements for Parisian nightclubs. Van Gogh used brilliant color and heavy lines. Monet 
covered the walls of his country home with Japanese prints. There he created peaceful 
paintings of water lilies reminiscent of traditional Asian four-season scrolls.
Degas’s figures were off-center, and he depicted several activities from different angles. Like 
Utamaro, Mary Cassatt portrayed common events in women’s lives.

Today tourists, art students and art lovers crowd the Impressionist galleries in great museums. 
Originally, these works shocked the public, and the critics called them ugly, even insane. Some 
Impressionists died penniless. Eventually, however, they found immortality.
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Chapter 5
The Hamburger and the rainforest

The double golden arch that signifies McDonald’s has gone global. It is now visible in Moscow, 
Tokyo, Beijing and Paris. Families around the world are crowding into fast-food restaurants. 
Unfortunately, the environment pays a heavy price for the popularity of Big Macs and their 
imitators. Fast-food corporations are replacing South America’s rainforest with grazing land 
for cattle. The cattle ranching that supplies meat for billions of hamburgers has resulted in an 
ecological disaster.

Producing ground beef for one hamburger destroys 200 pounds of living matter. Over 20 plant 
species, 100 insect species, and dozens of bird, mammal and reptile species have vanished. 
Additionally, growing grass to produce one pound of beef requires 2500 gallons of water.
The South American rainforest is disappearing; so too is the earth’s biodiversity.

As we lose the rainforest to slash and burn technology*, we also lose plant-based medicines 
that can treat and cure human diseases. Trees cleanse toxic gasses from the atmosphere. 
Cutting them down upsets the fragile balance of the world’s climate patterns. A study of the 
rainforest predicts that if we don’t end this destruction, the last tree in the last rainforest on earth 
will be cut down around 2045.

“Cheap beef” has other human costs. First, indigenous societies are being displaced into towns 
where they lose their traditional ways of life. Second, the industry depends on cheap labor. 
Wages are low. Most workers’ contracts are temporary and do not include benefits. Third, 
working conditions are difficult and dangerous as thousands of cattle are moved through huge 
processing factories. The meat industry calls this approach “hitting the numbers”: that is, getting 
maximum profit with minimum investment.

McDonald’s has a new corporate leadership. But the company is continuing its global marketing 
strategy. It keeps prices low and continues to expand. Asian menus will now feature the double 
cheeseburger. “Think China, China, China,” says the new CEO.

In advertising, one fast-food company says, “Have it your way.” In another eat-beef ad, a 
consumer says, “I’m loving it.” This may be good news for business, but it is bad news for the 
rainforest. Harvard cultural biologist E.O. Wilson notes that an anthropocentric view is a basic 
mistake. We should not think about how the earth can serve human needs. Instead, we must 
think about how we ourselves can serve and conserve the earth.
With this ecocentric view, we will treat all forms of life respectfully and responsibly.

In its new advertising, Burger King seems to have gotten the main idea. Its new menu will offer 
three new green salads topped with juicy apple slices and dried cranberries. But the overriding 
question for the rainforest is: will the changes be too little, too late?
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Chapter 6
Smoke Gets in our eyes

“Smoke Gets in Your Eyes” is the title of a popular 1940s song. By that decade, smoking 
was almost universal among adults. Learning to smoke was considered a rite of passage* for 
many adolescents, who kept up the habit all their lives. Prominent American film stars such 
as Humphrey Bogart puffed on cigarettes. International magazine advertisements presented 
glamorous women and handsome men smoking as they drove expensive cars or engaged in 
vigorous outdoor activities.

These smokers appeared to be healthy and wealthy. From New York to Paris to Shanghai, 
upscale bar and restaurant signs depicted fashionable people enjoying a cigarette. Luxury items 
such as artistic metal and ceramic cigarette boxes, ivory cigarette holders, decorated lighters 
and ornate ashtrays were in style. Beautiful smoking jackets became an international trend for 
home entertaining. Among most people, smoking had a positive image.

In one particularly well-known tobacco ad, an American cowboy called the “Marlboro Man” was 
depicted on a bucking horse, one hand holding the reins, the other his cigarette. What most 
people didn’t know was that the model for Marlboro Man died of lung cancer, as did
Humphrey Bogart. The Marlboro Man’s real-life wife subsequently sued her husband’s 
employer, the Philip Morris Tobacco Company, for his “wrongful death.*

In the past, tobacco companies were able to hide the serious consequences of smoking. They 
deliberately kept the public ignorant about nicotine’s health risks and addictive power. They 
silenced their own researchers and kept a lid on* their results. But now there are antismoking 
advertisements on television and public transportation, and tobacco ads are banned. We can 
no longer claim ignorance about the dangers of smoking. Cigarette packs themselves carry the 
words: CIGARETTES ARE HARMFUL TO YOUR HEALTH.

Currently, lawsuits are hurting big tobacco companies in their pocketbooks.* Victims of smoking-
related diseases are winning large monetary awards in court. Although the
U.S., Australia and Japan have no national anti-smoking laws, individual cities or regions in 
those nations have passed their own strict regulations. Some have raised their own cigarette 
taxes, which makes smoking very expensive. Statistics show that sky-high* prices significantly 
reduce the number of smokers.

Even wide-open spaces in some localities now prohibit smoking. New York City, for instance, 
prohibits smoking in its public parks. California has no-smoking signs posted across its 
unspoiled beaches. Internationally, airplanes and busses no longer have smoking sections.
In Japan, many privately owned bars and restaurants are voluntarily banning smoking. This 
protects their workers and nonsmoking patrons from the dangers of second-hand smoke. 
Perhaps in the 21st century, a lot less smoke will be getting in our eyes.
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Chapter 7 
The Global Economy: A World Turned Upside Down

In 2000, on New Year’s Day, billions of people around the world hoped that the 21st century 
would bring a better life. Technological advances promised environmental, social and political 
improvement. Simultaneously, global stock markets expected to increase economic security for 
more people.

However, that optimism slowly disappeared. Oil spills and nuclear plant accidents became 
global threats. Widespread unemployment occurred with the relocation of jobs to low-wage 
countries. Public services were cut. Unnecessary wars wasted national budgets. Global food 
prices rose sky-high, yet farmers couldn’t feed their families. Rising tuitions caused young 
people to lose out on education. Jobless Americans unable to pay their mortgages* were thrown 
out of their homes. By 2008, greed and fraud had caused global banks, real estate companies 
and stock markets to crash.

But corrupt dictators, wealthy corporate executives and Wall Street “magicians”* still enjoyed 
huge incomes. They weren’t paying their fair share of taxes. They weren’t paying attention, 
either! 

On December 18, 2010, the world finally paid attention. In Tunisia, Mohamed Bouazizi, an 
unemployed worker, was supporting his family with a small fruit stand. A cruel inspector ordered 
him to close up.
Hopeless, Mr. Bouazizi set himself on fire. His death set off the Arab Spring*. The Middle East 
and North Africa erupted. People took to the streets in protest. The internet linked activists, 
journalists and ordinary people in support. Some dictators were brought down. Still, the 
worldwide economic crisis worsened.

On September 17, 2011, inspired by the Arab Spring, hundreds of Americans gathered in a 
small park near Wall Street. They called themselves OWS: OCCUPY WALL STREET. Wall 
Street wasn’t the only culprit, but it symbolized the world’s economic mess. The Occupiers 
adopted the battle cry “Tax the Rich,” who were “the one per cent.” They called the majority of 
the world’s people “the 99 percent,” a term coined* by a British anthropologist. They claimed 
that the world was turned upside down when the wealthy one percent could impoverish the 
other 99 percent.
OWS set up their tents and sleeping bags and vowed to remain until economic, political and 
social conditions improved.

Internet organizing turned out over 950 OCCUPY demonstrations in 82 countries. Over 50,000 
people, including indignados* crowded the streets of Spanish cities. Canadian posters read, 
“Arrest the one percent.”
Masked and costumed Japanese marched against nuclear power plants. English demonstrators 
accused their government of “gambling away our money.” A Hong Kong businessman publically 
labeled corporations “bullies.* One Chinese woman led a group in protest against the treatment 
of Chinese workers by foreign firms.

Now the big question is: Can the 99 percent turn the world right side up? The future is 
anybody’s guess.*
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Chapter 8 
Take The Challenge : Go Green

“You must be the change you want to see in the world.” These are the words of Mahatma 
Gandhi, who taught nonviolence and living a simple life. Gandhi’s words are particularly 
meaningful to individuals who take the challenge to go green. They hope to heal our ailing 
planet, Earth. “Greens” are changing their own behavior in order to live environmentally friendly 
lives. They are trying to stem the tide* of environmental destruction, the result of looting natural 
resources and polluting air and water. 

It’s not easy going green. It requires discipline and time. Green alternatives will cost more. 
Environmentalists offer a list of do’s and don’t’s for those who want to take the challenge. The 
following is a sampling of suggestions. Consider which ones you can or can’t, will or won’t, 
might or might not do.

Remember the 3 R’s: recycle, reuse and reduce. Recycle by separating out glass, plastic, 
metal, cardboard, and paper from your household garbage. These materials can be transformed 
into anything from flooring to furniture. Reuse clothing by swapping* items with friends. Look for 
treasures that others discard as trash. Reduce waste by using glass rather than plastic, cloth 
rather than paper napkins, and carry your own cloth shopping bag.

Save energy. Switch to fluorescent bulbs, which last ten times longer than standard ones. 
Always turn off lights and electronics when leaving a room. Indoors, turn thermostats down two 
degrees and take President Jimmy Carter’s* advice to wear another sweater. Press “cold” on 
the washing machine. 

Water is not a renewable resource. Take showers, not baths. Fix leaks, install dual flush toilets. 
Where it is safe, avoid bottled water to limit waste from plastic bottles and pollution from delivery 
trucks. Don’t pollute in your own home. Use plant-based rather than chemical based cleaning 
and personal products. Women who wear makeup may absorb four pounds of cosmetics in a 
lifetime. Men, too, apply sunblocks, soaps, shampoos and colognes. That’s a lot of chemicals!
Skin, the body’s largest organ, absorbs up to 60 percent of every lotion applied in a day. It does 
not absorb green products so easily.

Make choices that reduce global warming. The burning of fossil fuels— coal, oil and gas—
produces emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2). This creates global warming, the hot, wet 
greenhouse effect. As a result, the polar ice caps are melting so arctic animals such as polar 
bears drown. In the tropics, insects, particularly mosquitos, are increasing in number, causing 
diseases such as malaria. Therefore, choose transportation that doesn’t increase the carbon 
footprint.* Take busses rather than cars, trains rather than planes.
Walk and bike to get some exercise.

Finally, respect nature. “In the woods, take only pictures, leave only footprints, kill only time.” 
Remember the Native American saying, “We don’t inherit the earth from our ancestors; we 
borrow it from our children.”
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Chapter 9
Species That Run For Their Lives

Scientists speculate that human beings evolved as runners about two million years ago. Our tall, 
lean bodies, muscle structure and strong arches* gave us the spring we needed for speed and 
stamina. Our species survived in part by successfully running down wild animals for food.

East Africa, where our human species began, now seems to produce faster runners than any 
other part of the world. East African racers dominate sprints and long distance competitions 
alike. Kenyan Geoffrey Mutai, for example, recently set a new record in the famous NYC 
Marathon.* Ethiopian Haile Gebrselassie won several Olympic races after years of practice 
running six miles daily, barefoot, from his farm to his school.

The Tarahumara Indians of northwest Mexico are runners famous for their endurance. They 
have developed stamina by running barefoot between their isolated mountain villages for 
centuries. In seven hours, one barefoot Tarahumara man ran a distance that took a horseback 
rider three days to complete. In their own language, Tarahumara males are called Raramori, 
“foot runners.”

But no human athlete can match Earth’s fastest animals. Speed and endurance depend on how 
quickly oxygen flows through the body. Each breath pushes oxygen into the lungs. The oxygen 
travels through the bloodstream into the heart. The heart pumps the oxygen-filled blood into the 
muscles, where it turns into energy. But the human heart is small, so our aerobic system can’t 
produce super energy. Superb runners such as the cheetah, greyhound and pronghorn antelope 
convert oxygen to energy much faster than we do.

The heart of a greyhound—the fastest species of dog—pumps twice as much blood to its 
aerobic system as the human heart does to the lungs. Greyhounds, like racing camels—another 
speedy species—sometimes become airborne, with all four feet off the ground! The cheetah, 
the world’s swiftest land animal, much smaller than a horse, can race 70 mph*, but only for a 
few seconds.

For combined speed and endurance, the American pronghorn antelope takes the prize. 
Pronghorns can run 60 mph* for an hour at a time. “They’ve evolved over millennia,” explains 
one physiologist. “In ancient times pronghorns probably developed their speed to evade 
cheetahs.
They developed endurance to escape wolf packs, which hunt over long distances.” The 
Pronghorn’s aerobic system is twice as efficient as ours.

Even the two-inch Etruscan shrew, thin as a dime,* can race at superb speeds.
If it were the size of a human being, it could sprint a mile in 40 seconds. No human being could 
match this feat even over shorter distances.

Human beings survived by developing big brains and toolmaking abilities. But many animals 
survive only thanks to their speed and endurance. They truly must run for their lives!
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Chapter 10
Natural And Unnatural History

Pliny, a “scientist” in ancient Rome, informed the Emperor Titus that he was writing a Natural 
History, a true account that would “detail all the contents of the entire world.”
To do this, Pliny collected information about astronomy, meteorology, geography, anthropology, 
zoology, botany, pharmacy* and the arts of sculpture and painting. He claimed that he had 
researched 2,000 books and found 20,000 “noteworthy facts.” Pliny’s book was completed in 37 
volumes and sold like hotcakes* for hundreds of years. The problem is that Pliny’s “facts” were 
all wrong!

Pliny’s descriptions of human beings were neither historical nor natural. For example, he wrote 
of dog-headed people who barked instead of speaking. Equally curious were human beings 
whose exceptionally large feet with 16 toes were turned backwards. On hot days these folks 
would lie on their backs with their feet in the air, shading their bodies like umbrellas.

Another of Pliny’s unnatural human species was a headless, neckless people whose faces were 
set in their backs, below their shoulders. He also depicted mouthless humans who lived on the 
odors of roots, flowers and apples. Pliny noted that offensive smells fatally affected these so-
called humans. He didn’t understand that despite variations in skin color, facial features and 
body type, there was only one species of human beings: Homo sapiens*. Pliny’s descriptions 
of humans were totally imagined, and his nonhuman creatures were equally fantastic. The 
manticore, for example, had a lion’s body but the head and face of a human being, and a mouth 
with three rows of teeth. For protection, the manticore used its scorpionlike* tail to fatally sting 
its enemies. Pliny asserted that Achlis, another invented beast, had no knee joints. Therefore, it 
slept by leaning against a tree. When it was frightened, it ran stiff-legged at great speed. But it 
ran only backwards because if it ran forward, its long upper lip dragged on the ground and made 
it trip.

Pliny didn’t only create weird land creatures, however. He also peopled the seas with monsters. 
For example, while he correctly identified the whale as an inhabitant of the ocean, he falsely 
claimed whales were hundreds of feet long and therefore unable to move. They would die at the 
bottom of the sea. The people from a nearby island dived down and gathered their huge bones 
to make the “doors of their houses and the beams of their roofs.” Pliny also invented “certain 
strange sheep” who inhabited the sea but climbed onto land to eat plants, roots and herbs.

In Earth’s long history the true process of evolution* did indeed produce some marvelous 
creatures. But Pliny, no scientist, never accurately described them!
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Chapter 11
Tales From A Yoga Menagerie

Today, in gyms and studios, students are doing yoga, an ancient Indian discipline.* They find 
that yoga improves their health by relieving stress and building strength. They discover that 
yoga poses have the names of both real and “mythical, magical, marvelous” beasts.

The Yoga menagerie is numerous. It includes cats and dogs, cobras, camels, pigeons, cows 
and crocodiles. When the yoga instructor calls for an animal pose, participants try to imitate 
the animal’s movements. They stretch, slide, leap, lunge, bend or twist. Their goal is to find a 
balance between effort and ease.

Images of animals have been used in teaching since human beings made cave paintings and 
rock carvings. In Asia particularly, depictions of animals often communicate ideas. Scenes 
with animal figures are woven into textiles, painted on scrolls, and carved into the facades of 
temples.

Animal life is so significant that Hindu gods are often represented by their animal forms. 
Sometimes gods themselves have animal companions. Many yoga poses are named for these 
imagined creatures who assist gods in myth and legend. Examples include Hanuman, the flying 
monkey warrior of the Ramayana*and Garuda, the eagleman who transports the great god 
Vishnu. Finally, there is Ganesh, the elephant-headed baby boy who has more followers than 
any other contemporary deity. Statues of Ganesh date back to the sixth century.

Here is one version of how Ganesh got his elephant head. The god Shiva went hunting, 
leaving his wife Parvati at home. Bored and lonely, she created a baby boy out of clay. One day 
while bathing, she asked her little son to guard her privacy. Shiva returned unexpectedly and 
searched for his wife. The boy stopped him. Angry, Shiva cut off the child’s head with his axe. 
When Parvati came out of her bath, she was horribly upset to see headless child. To calm her, 
Shiva searched in the woods for a substitute head. But all of the baby animals were cuddled 
against their mothers, so Shiva could not behead them.

There was one exception: a baby elephant was turned away from its mother so that their 
trunks could not entangle. Shiva removed its head and carried it home. He joined it to his son’s 
body and breathed life into him. Parvati was delighted. Shiva announced that Ganesh would 
be the god who removes obstacles. Therefore, people ask Ganesh’s blessing to bring luck to 
new adventures in life: weddings, the opening of the school year, important exams, business 
ventures, athletic contests or yoga programs.

Ganesh has his own animal companion, a mouse. Both can remove obstacles. The elephant 
uses physical power. The clever mouse uses his mind, not muscle. Similarly, wise yoga student 
use objects to help them achieve difficult poses. And wise university students work with a tutor 
or classmates to master complex material.
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Chapter 12
A Dog Of Flanders: An Enduring Masterpiece

For generations, Japanese children have loved the book A Dog of Flanders. The story takes 
place in a Belgian village near Antwerp, half a world away from Japan. Antwerp has a beautiful 
cathedral. Its biblical paintings by Flemish master Peter Paul Rubens* attract tourists from many 
countries. They are visibly awed and delighted by their experience.

However, A Dog of Flanders is what draws thousands of Japanese to Antwerp Cathedral. 
They too come to see Rubens’s paintings, but unlike other tourists, they are somber. Some 
cry. Afterwards they purchase postcards of a boy and his dog. Outside the Cathedral they 
photograph a memorial* with an etching of a boy and his dog. What explains these contrasting 
responses?

The bittersweet story A Dog of Flanders* unlocks the puzzle. Its endearing characters are Nello, 
a gifted boy; Jehan, his poor, hardworking grandfather; and their dog, Patrasche. The story 
begins when Nello’s mother, an artist, dies. Jehan adopts the tiny child. He supports them both 
by delivering milk to nearby Antwerp. They barely survive.

One day, Jehan and Nello finds a dog, beaten and almost dying. Jehan struggles to carry him to 
their simple hut. They name him Patrasche and shower him with kindness*. When he is strong, 
Patrasche places himself between the shafts of Jehan’s milk cart so he can pull it. Now these 
three best friends happily deliver milk to Antwerp.

Years go by. Nello is becoming a gifted artist. He yearns to see Rubens’s paintings but does 
not have the Cathedral’s entrance fee. Eventually Nello befriends Alois, a wealthy neighbor’s 
lovely daughter. He sketches her. Alois’s father, Nicholas Cogez, recognizes Nello’s talent but 
despises the boy for his poverty and intends to separate the pair. When Nello enters a drawing 
contest, Cogez influences the judges. The prize money would help tremendously. Because of 
Cogez, Nello loses both the recognition and the prize money. Cogez also falsely accuses
Nello of arson*. People turn against the boy. Farmers won’t supply milk. Jehan dies, and Nello 
and Patrasche become homeless.

In despair, Nello goes to the cathedral and finds an unlocked door. Patrasche follows him. They 
lie down on the cold stone beneath Rubens’s masterpieces. Nello’s yearning is fulfilled. The 
young boy cradles the elderly dog in his arms. In the morning, they are found frozen to death.
Too late, the unkind townspeople express shame and sorrow.

The story has been adapted for film in many languages. Different kinds of people love Jehan, 
Nello and Patrasche. Yet only the Japanese visitors in Antwerp weep. A Belgian documentary* 
explains why. The filmmakers analyzed several adaptations and were surprised that only 
the Japanese anime ended tragically. They concluded that this reveals cultural differences 
regarding sad endings.

In the west, they assert, bravery and effort are expected to bring success. Children’s stories 
usually end with the words “They lived happily ever after.” In contrast, Japanese children learn 
to empathize with people who suffer, and that effort is as important as achievement. A Dog of 
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Flanders hits the nail on the head.* Diplomat Masajiro Honda sent the book from America to 
Japan in 1910. He called it “a masterpiece that the Japanese would love.” He was right.




